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Reflection, Refraction and Polarization of Light Physics 246 

In today's laboratory several properties of light, including the laws of reflection, 
refraction, total internal reflection and polarization, will be examined. 

Part A: The Law of Reflection 

 

Figure 1: Optics table setup for the law of reflection experiment. 

Introduction: 
In this experiment, you will observe the reflection of a single ray of light from a plane 

mirror and verify that the angle of reflection equals the angle of incidence: 

ir θθ =    (1) 

Procedure: 
1. Set up the mirror on the optics table on your optics bench as shown in Fig. 1. 

Adjust the components so a single ray of light is aligned with the bold arrow 
labeled "Normal" on the ray table degree scale. Carefully align the flat reflecting 
surface of the mirror with the bold line labeled "Component” on the ray table. With the 
mirror properly aligned, the bold arrow on the ray table is normal (at right angles) to 
the plane of the reflecting surface. 

2. Rotate the ray table and observe the light ray. The angles of incidence and reflection 
are measured with respect to the normal to the reflecting surface, as shown in Figure 
1. 

3. By rotating the ray table, set the angle of incidence to each of the settings shown in 
Table 1. For each angle of incidence, record the angle of reflection (Reflection A). 
Repeat your measurements with the incident ray coming from the opposite side of the 
normal (Reflection B).  Calculate the average of the two trials for each angle of 
incidence. 

4. Are the results for the two trials the same? If not, to what do you attribute the 
differences? 

5. What relationship holds between the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection?  
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Table 1: Reflection 

θi  θr A θr B Average  θr    % Difference 

30°     

40°     

50°     

60°     

 

 

Part B: The Law of Refraction  

Introduction 
As you have seen, the direction of light propagation changes abruptly when light 

encounters a reflective surface. The direction also changes abruptly when light passes across 
a boundary between two different media of propagation, such as between air and acrylic, or 
between glass and water. In this case, the change of direction is called refraction. 

As for reflection, a simple law characterizes the behavior of a refracted ray of light. 
According to the Law of Refraction, also known as Snell's Law: 

    2211 sinsin θθ nn =   (2) 

The quantities n1 and n2 are constants, called indices of refraction; they depend on the 
two media through which the light is passing. The angles θ1 and θ2 are the angles that the ray 
of light makes with the normal to the boundary between the two media. In this experiment, 
you will test the validity of this law and measure the index of refraction for acrylic. 

 

      Figure 2: Equipment Setup for Refraction Experiment 
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Procedure: 
Set up the equipment as shown in Fig. 2. Adjust the components so a single ray of light 

passes directly through the center of the ray table degree scale. Align the flat surface of the 
cylindrical lens with the line labeled "Component". With the lens properly centered, the 
radial lines extending from the center of the degree scale will all be perpendicular to the 
circular surface of the lens and the rays will not bend when exiting. 

Without disturbing the alignment of the lens, rotate the ray table and observe the 
refracted ray for various angles of incidence. 

1. Is the ray bent when it passes into the lens perpendicular to the flat surface of the 
lens? 

2. Is the ray bent when it passes out of the lens perpendicular to the curved surface of 
the lens?  If it is, you should make sure that the light ray enters the center of the cylindrical 
lens. 

By rotating the ray table, set the angle of incidence to each of the settings shown in 
Table 2. For each angle of incidence, measure the angle of refraction (Refraction A). Repeat 
the measurement with the incident ray striking from the opposite side of the normal 
(Refraction B) and average. 

1. Are your results for the two sets of measurements the same? If not, to what do you 
attribute the differences? 

2. Solve for the index of refraction, n2, for the acrylic material and calculate its 
uncertainty based on the estimated uncertainty in the angles. Does the value of n2 
agree with the accepted value for acrylic (1.49) within uncertainties?  (Assume that 
the index of refraction for air is equal to 1.0).   

Additional Questions: 
1. Was all the light of the ray refracted? Was some reflected? 

2. How does averaging the results of measurements taken with the incident ray 
striking from either side of the normal improve the accuracy of the results? 

Table 2: Refraction 

θ1 θ2 A θ2 B Average θ2 A n 2    % Difference 

30°      

40°      

50°      

60°      
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Part C: Total Internal Reflection 

 Introduction 
Normally light incident on a transparent surface will have a reflected and refracted 

component.  In total internal reflection, when light passes from one material into a second 
material where the index of refraction is less, there will be a critical angle θc where the angle 
of refraction is 900.  
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For light incident at an angle greater than the critical angle there is no refracted light and 
all light is reflected. 

Procedure 
Rotate the cylindrical lens so a single light ray is incident on the curved surface of the 

cylindrical lens. Without moving the ray table or the cylindrical lens, notice that not all of 
the light in the incident ray is refracted; part of the light is also reflected. 

1. Note that the light should enter the curved surface of the cylindrical lens without 
bending; the reflection of interest occurs when the light tries to exit on the flat 
surface of the lens. 

2. Is there a reflected ray for all angles of incidence? You need to look for light 
emerging from the lens.  To do this you may have to hold up paper so that the light 
shines on it since this ray will be faint. 

3. Are the angles for the reflected ray consistent with the Law of Reflection?  

4. Is there a refracted ray for all angles of incidence?  

5. Determine θc and use it to calculate the index of refraction for acrylic glass using 
Eqn. 3.  Compare your answer with the results of Part B.? 

Part D: Polarization 

Introduction 

 

Figure 3: Polarization of light 
Light is a transverse wave; that is, the electromagnetic disturbances that compose light 

occur in a direction perpendicular to the direction of propagation (see Fig. 3(a)). 
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Polarization, for light, refers to the orientation of the electric field in the electromagnetic 
disturbance. The magnetic field is always perpendicular to the electric field. 3(b) and (c) 
show vertical and horizontal polarization, respectively. 3(d) depicts random polarization, 
which occurs when the direction of polarization changes rapidly with time, as it does in the 
light from most incandescent light sources. 

Your optics equipment includes two Polarizers, which transmit only light that is plane 
polarized along the plane defined by the 0 and 180 degree marks on the Polarizer scales. 
Light that is polarized along any other plane is absorbed by the polaroid material. Therefore, 
if randomly polarized light enters the polarizer, the light that passes through is plane 
polarized. In this experiment, you will use the polarizers to investigate the phenomena of 
polarized light. 

The intensity of plane-polarized light transmitted by a polarizer is 

    θ2
0 cosII =   

where I 0 is the incident intensity and θ is the angle between the polarizer transmission axis 
and the plane of polarization of the incoming light.  If the incident light is unpolarized, then 
I = (1/2) I 0. 

Procedure 
Replace the optics table with two polarizers in holders. Turn the light source so that it is 

showing a point of light (on its side) and view the light with both polarizers removed. 
Replace the first polarizer on the component holder bench. Rotate the polarizer while 
viewing the target. 

1. Does the target seem as bright when looking through the polarizers as when looking 
directly at the target? Why? 

2. Is the light from the light source plane polarized? How can you tell? 

3. Align the polarizer on the bench so it transmits only vertically polarized light. Add 
the second polarizer. Looking through both polarizers, rotate the second polarizer, 
call it B. 

4. For what angles of polarizer B is a maximum of light transmitted? For what angles is 
a minimum of light transmitted? 

5. Adjust polarizer B so that a minimum of light is transmitted.  Then insert a third 
polarizer with axis at 450 to the other two.  Refer to Conceptual Example 24-12 on 
page 686 of the Giancoli text for an explanation of what occurs. 
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